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Whole-genome sequencing reveals principles of brain 
retrotransposition in neurodevelopmental disorders
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Neural progenitor cells undergo somatic retrotransposition events, mainly involving L1 elements, which can be 
potentially deleterious. Here, we analyze the whole genomes of 20 brain samples and 80 non-brain samples, and char-
acterized the retrotransposition landscape of patients affected by a variety of neurodevelopmental disorders including 
Rett syndrome, tuberous sclerosis, ataxia-telangiectasia and autism. We report that the number of retrotranspositions 
in brain tissues is higher than that observed in non-brain samples and even higher in pathologic vs normal brains. The 
majority of somatic brain retrotransposons integrate into pre-existing repetitive elements, preferentially A/T rich L1 
sequences, resulting in nested insertions. Our findings document the fingerprints of encoded endonuclease independent 
mechanisms in the majority of L1 brain insertion events. The insertions are “non-classical” in that they are truncat-
ed at both ends, integrate in the same orientation as the host element, and their target sequences are enriched with a 
CCATT motif in contrast to the classical endonuclease motif of most other retrotranspositions. We show that L1Hs el-
ements integrate preferentially into genes associated with neural functions and diseases. We propose that pre-existing 
retrotransposons act as “lightning rods” for novel insertions, which may give fine modulation of gene expression while 
safeguarding from deleterious events. Overwhelmingly uncontrolled retrotransposition may breach this safeguard 
mechanism and increase the risk of harmful mutagenesis in neurodevelopmental disorders.
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Introduction

Half of the human genome is derived from trans-
posable genetic elements, mainly retrotransposons that 
self-replicate through reverse transcription of RNA inter-
mediates. These retrotransposons include long terminal 
repeat (LTR) elements as well as non-LTR long and short 
interspersed elements (LINEs and SINEs, respectively) 
[1-3]. Some members of three non-LTR retrotransposon 
families, namely L1 (LINE1), Alu and SVA have been 

active in recent human genome evolution [3, 4]. The 
mutagenic activity of retrotransposons can be detrimen-
tal, and so far around 100 disease cases resulting from 
heritable or de novo retrotransposition events have been 
described [4]. The most flourishing of all human mobile 
elements are L1 and Alu; the former comprise 17% and 
the latter, 11% of the human genome. The full length L1 
element is 6 kb long and capable of autonomous retro-
transposition, mainly via target-primed reverse transcrip-
tion (TPRT) [5]. About 900 000 copies of L1-derived 
sequences, including numerous fragmented elements, 
most of them transposition incompetent, are annotated 
in the human genome (hg19, RepeatMasker; RM, URLs 
section). L1Hs, the youngest human-specific L1 sub-
family, encompasses a minor subset of “hot” elements 
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actively involved in most current insertions [6]. The 
0.3 kb long, primate specific, Alu elements have a copy 
number well in excess of one million [1, 2, 4, 5]; they are 
non-autonomous and depend on L1 trans-acting factors 
for their retrotransposition. The youngest and most active 
Alu subfamily is AluY, mainly its AluYa5 and AluYb8 
members [1, 4, 7]. Although transposition of mobile ge-
netic elements in metazoans was long considered a ger-
mline-specific phenomenon, it was demonstrated three 
decades ago that insertions of such elements occur also 
in somatic cells, particularly in cancer [8-10]. Whereas 
in the past, identification of such rare retrotransposition 
events was serendipitous, the advance of next generation 
sequencing (NGS) has enabled an active prospective 
search for transposition events based on the analysis of 
captured elements or of whole genomes. NGS-based ap-
proaches have allowed the detection of retrotransposition 
events in various types of tumors [11, 12]. Somatic L1 
retrotranspositions were reported not only in cancer but, 
interestingly, also in rodent and human neural progenitor 
cells (NPCs). These insertion events contribute to somat-
ic mosaicism and to increased complexity in the brain 
[13-18]. The fact that retrotransposition occurs normally 
during neural differentiation raises the question how 
such a stochastic mechanism, that may lead to hazardous 
mutagenic events, was not selected against. Indeed, en-
hanced brain L1 retrotransposition was demonstrated in 
patients affected by two genetic disorders, Rett syndrome 
(Rett) [19] and ataxia-telangiectasia (AT), illustrating the 
potential risk of enhanced retrotransposition [20]. Rett is 
a neurodevelopmental disorder resulting from a mutation 
in the X-linked MECP2 gene [19] and is characterized 
by slow development, seizures, intellectual disability and 
autistic-like behaviors [21]. AT is an inherited disorder 
resulting from mutations in the ATM gene, which affect 
primarily the nervous and immune systems [22]. The 
identification of increased L1 retrotransposition in Rett 
and AT was based on the study of NPCs using L1-EGFP 
reporter and on quantitative PCR that showed increased 
L1 DNA copy number [19, 20]. However, no whole-ge-
nome sequencing (WGS) of Rett or AT brain tissues was 
reported so far. Here we quantified, characterized and 
confirmed, using WGS, the increased retrotransposition 
in brain samples from individuals with these syndromes. 
In addition, we analyzed by WGS two additional neu-
rodevelopmental disorders, tuberous sclerosis complex 
(TSC) and non-syndromic autism (NSA) where no in-
formation regarding brain retrotransposition is available. 
TSC is a multi-system genetic disease, resulting from 
mutations in the TSC1 or TSC2 genes [23]. TSC patients 
are commonly affected by seizures, developmental delay, 
intellectual disability and autistic behaviors as well as 

by tumors, including distinctive brain tumors known as 
subependymal giant cell astrocytomas (SEGA) that are 
derived from NPCs [24, 25]. NSA defines cases where 
autism is the primary diagnosis and not secondary to a 
disorder caused by a well-known mutated gene, such as 
Rett and TSC [26]. We show here increased retrotrans-
position in TSC, in particular in the TSC-related SEGA 
tumors, as well as in NSA. Our findings therefore expand 
the spectrum of neurodevelopmental disorders in which 
enhanced retrotransposition has been demonstrated, and 
provide, for the first time, comprehensive whole-genome 
mapping of brain insertional mutagenesis. We describe 
here unique and novel features of retrotransposition in 
the brain, that allow the “safe landing” of most L1 in-
sertions. Such L1 transpositions are assumed to increase 
neuronal diversity and plasticity [14-16, 27] while min-
imizing the risk of deleterious mutagenic effects. Over-
whelmingly uncontrolled retrotransposition that breaches 
the insertion safeguard mechanisms increases the risk of 
harmful mutagenesis and may contribute to neuropathol-
ogy.

Results

Prevalent novel mobile element insertions in brain tis-
sues

To study the brain retrotransposition phenomenon in 
depth, we sequenced 20 normal and pathological brain 
samples by the Complete Genomics (CG) technology 
(Supplementary information, Figure S1A-S1F). The 
WGS was performed with a minimal depth of 40× and 
an average depth of 80×, allowing efficient mapping of 
repetitive elements and detection of somatic events. We 
sequenced whole genomes of human normal brain (NB) 
and brain tissues of patients affected by the neurode-
velopment disorders: Rett, AT, NSA, TSC including the 
unique TSC-archetypal SEGA tumors with their paired 
peripheral blood (PB) samples (Table 1). To explore the 
novel retrotransposon landscape and as a reference for 
comparison with the genomes of the various brain sam-
ples, we analyzed whole genomes of 78 lymphoblastoid 
cell lines derived from normal individuals representing 
11 different human populations (LB1-78; “CG Public 
Genome Data Repository”, URLs section, Table 1, Sup-
plementary information, Table S1A and S1B). Using a 
stringent approach (detailed in Supplementary informa-
tion, Figure S2) we identified 111 671 novel AluY inser-
tion events and 123 862 novel L1Hs insertion events in 
the 100 samples analyzed, including both somatic and 
germline polymorphic events that are not included in 
the RM annotation (Figure 1A, 1B, Table 1 and Supple-
mentary information, Table S1A). The numbers of novel 
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Table 1 Number of novel mobile element insertions (MEI)
Sample group Sample name Donor Total AluY  Total L1Hs  Tissue origin
   insertion counta insertion counta

Ataxia-telangiectasia (AT) AT1b 1 1 637 975 Cerebellum
 AT2b 1 1 589 27 692 Frontal cortex
 AT3 2 1 343 941 Frontal cortex
 AT4 3 1 392 34 523 Frontal cortex
Non syndromic autism (NSA) NSA1b 4 1 817 2 162 Cerebellum
 NSA2b 4 1 701 1 137 Frontal cortex
Rett syndrome Rett 1b 5 1 422 2 233 Cerebellum
 Rett 2b 5 1 386 2 274 Frontal cortex
Subependymal giant cell  SEGA1 6 1 485 11 310 SEGA
Astrocytoma (SEGA) SEGA2 7 1 509 1 669 SEGA
 SEGA3b,c 8 1 485 9 955 SEGA
SEGA patients peripheral blood (PB) PB1b 6 1 411 317 Peripheral blood
 PB3b 8 1 437 416 Peripheral blood
Tuberous sclerosis (TSC)  TSC1b 9 1 375 630 Cerebellum
non-tumoral brain tissues TSC2b 9 1 357 911 Occipital cortex
 TSC3b 10 1 419 937 Cerebellum
 TSC4b 10 1 444 1 506 Occipital cortex
Normal brain (NB) NB1 11 1 333 625 Hippocampus
 NB2b 12 1 336 943 Cerebellum
 NB3b 12 1 319 1 127 Occipital cortex
 NB4 13 1 406 591 Cerebellum
 NB5 14 1 411 582 Cerebellum
Normal lymphoblastoid (LB) cell linesc Normal LBd 15-92 1 021.2 261.6 Lymphoblastoid cell lines
aRead number ≥ 10, insertion length > 45 bases, insertion score > 50      
bSamples are from the same donor; see “Donor” column      
cSEGA3 was surgically excised from a patient with no TSC syndrome      
dAverage of 78 LB samples      

mobile element insertions (MEIs) (L1Hs and AluY) 
detected in brain tissues were higher than those in non-
brain control samples (P < 0.0001; Mann-Whitney test). 
The number of L1Hs insertions was 8.5 fold higher in the 
pathological brain samples compared to the NB samples 
(average of 6 590.3 vs 773.6; P < 0.05; Mann-Whitney 
test) indicating that excessive L1Hs retrotransposition 
is a common characteristic of neurodevelopmental dis-
orders. Figure 1C and 1D show the number of novel 
L1Hs and AluY events that are also found in the 1000 
Genomes Project (1000G) MEI data, indicating that they 
are non-reference germline polymorphic events. The fact 
that the distribution of the number of polymorphic inser-
tions is homogenous among all the samples, while the 
total number of L1Hs insertion events is skewed towards 
the brain samples, points to a high rate of somatic L1Hs 
insertion events in the brain samples (Figure 1E). The 

above findings together with the detection of most (84%) 
of the known polymorphic events reported in the 1000G 
MEI data [28] support the authenticity of MEI detection 
by the CG methodology (Supplementary information, 
Data S1). The accuracy of the methodology was also ver-
ified by PCR followed by Sanger sequencing as well as 
by L1 capturing followed by Illumina NGS (Supplemen-
tary information, Figure S3 and Tables S2, S3A, S3B). 
We also confirmed the unique characteristics of L1Hs in-
sertions by analyzing the Pacific Biosciences data (Figure 
2 and Supplementary information, Figure S4).

The mapping of an unprecedented number of MEIs by 
an unbiased WGS approach enabled novel key charac-
teristics of brain retrotransposition to be deciphered and 
revealed that enhanced retrotransposition is a common 
feature of various neurodevelopmental disorders.
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Figure 1 Novel MEI events. Novel MEI events, as detected by WGS on the CG platform, in 100 samples (detailed in Table 
1). (A) Total novel L1Hs. High numbers were detected in the brain samples and particularly in the SEGA, Rett, AT and NSA 
samples. The y axis shows the number of novel L1Hs insertion events. (B) Total novel AluY. (C, D) The polymorphic novel 
L1Hs (C) and AluY (D) insertions we identified by CG sequencing, that were also found in the 1000 Genomes Project data. 
Note the uniformity of numbers of novel polymorphic germline insertions in the various samples. The normal LB samples with 
the highest number of polymorphic L1Hs and AluY belong to the YRI population and are highlighted in blue. (E, F) Somatic 
insertions of L1Hs (E) and AluY (F) are shown for all the samples we analyzed. Somatic L1Hs and AluY were high mainly in 
the brain samples particularly in AT, NSA, Rett and SEGA samples. Note the scale break in the y axis in (A) and (E) and the 
different scales in the different panels. The x axis is common to all the panels: AT, ataxia telangiectasia; NSA, non syndromic 
autism; Rett, Rett syndrome; SEGA, TSC-specific subependymal giant cell astrocytomas; PB, Peripheral Blood; TSC, TSC 
non tumoral brain sample; NB, normal brain; LB, normal lymphoblastoid cell lines representing various ethnic populations. 
Population name abbreviations: ASW, African ancestry in Southwest USA; CEU, Utah residents with Northern and Western 
European ancestry from the CEPH collection; CHB, Han Chinese in Beijing, China; GIH, Gujarati Indian in Houston, Texas, 
USA; JPT, Japanese in Tokyo, Japan; LWK, Luhya in Webuye, Kenya; MKK, Maasai in Kinyawa, Kenya; MXL, Mexican an-
cestry in Los Angeles, California; TSI, Toscans in Italy; YRI, Yoruba in Ibadan, Nigeria; PUR, Puerto Rican in Puerto Rico; P 
(PDRP), an individual from the polymorphism discovery resource; T: (TRIO), two parents and one child. 
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L1Hs retrotranspositions constitute the majority of so-
matic brain insertion events

We analyzed the frequency of the major retroelement 
types among the novel MEIs and found, as expected, 
that the most prevalent are the L1 and Alu retroelement 
families, in particular the younger subfamilies L1Hs and 
AluY, with some marginal representation of other retro-
element families (including LTR, SVA, MER, polyA). 
We focused on the insertional events of the most active 
L1Hs and AluY elements (Figure 1). 

We adopted two approaches to characterize somatic 
L1Hs and AluY insertion events in the brain. The first 
is based on the frequency of reads supporting the retro-
transposition event, having in mind that insertion events 
represented by a read frequency of ≤ 0.3 are mostly 
somatic [29] (Supplementary information, Figure S5A-
S5C and Data S2). To verify the authenticity of this 
analysis we used an orthogonal second approach that is 
based on the examination of pairs of matching samples 
from eight individuals (Table 1). Events that were de-
tected in one of the samples from the pair and not in the 
other and also not reported in either the 1000G [28] or 
in the CG baseline MEI database (CG Public Genome 
Cancer Sequencing Service Guide; URLs section) are 
called somatic (Supplementary information, Figure S5D 
and S5E). A very high concordance was found between 
the two approaches (Supplementary information, Figure 
S5F); 95.7% of the events called somatic based on a read 
frequency ≤ 0.3 and not reported either in the 1000G [28] 
or in the CG baseline MEI database were also detected in 
one of the paired samples and not in the other. We there-

fore used the criterion of read frequency ≤ 0.3 to analyse 
somatic events in all the samples. 

Figure 1E and 1F depicts the distribution of somatic 
L1Hs and AluY insertions in all the analyzed samples. 
It can be clearly seen that somatic L1Hs and AluY in-
sertions occur almost exclusively in the brain samples 
and that the absolute numbers of L1Hs insertions is 
significantly higher than AluY insertions (P < 0.0001, 
Mann-Whitney test for both L1Hs and AluY). The num-
ber of L1Hs somatic events is 14.7 fold higher in the 
pathological compared to NB samples (average of 5 633 
vs 382.2; P < 0.05, Mann-Whitney test) indicating that 
excessive brain somatic L1Hs retrotransposition is a 
common characteristic of neurodevelopmental disorders. 

The majority of somatic L1Hs insertions are nested in 
pre-existing elements 

The identification of numerous insertion events led us 
to systematically explore the genomic targets of retro-
transposition. The distribution of the somatic insertions 
we identified is generally concordant with chromosome 
size, with a notable overrepresentation of L1Hs (12.5%) 
in the X chromosome (150% more L1Hs insertions than 
expected from chromosome size; Supplementary infor-
mation, Figure S6). Interestingly, the relative germline 
content of L1 elements in the X chromosome is known 
to be the highest among human chromosomes, with one 
third of this chromosome consisting of L1 sequences 
[30]. The enrichment of somatic L1Hs insertions in the 
X chromosome suggests that host L1 sequences may be 
preferred integration sites for active L1Hs elements. To 

Figure 2 Structure of L1Hs insertion events as detected by CG analysis and verified by PacBio single-molecule sequencing. (A) 
Illustration of nested (right) and non-nested (left) L1Hs insertions. Nested insertions are those integrating into a pre-existing 
genomic repetitive element. The retrotransposon (red) can be inserted into a unique genomic region or land in a preexisting 
repetitive element (green). (B, C) depict a non-nested insertion event; (D, E) depict a nested insertion event. (B) an example 
of a non-nested insertion in chromosome 1. Chromosomal location of a novel L1Hs insertion identified in the SEGA1 sample 
is shown as a vertical red line and the genomic coordinates are shown according to the UCSC chromosome chart. Detection 
of the non-nested MEI was by CG paired-end reads (DNBs): red arms map to the reference genome (hg19) and blue arms 
map to the L1Hs canonical sequence. The arms are separated by ~400 bp spacers (black line). The region highlighted in yel-
low shows the L1Hs insert that is not present in the hg19 reference genome (See details in Supplementary information, Data 
S2). Forty out of the 270 paired end reads (DNBs) supporting this insertion event are shown here. The full coverage is given 
in Supplementary information, Figure S1E. (C) The detailed mapping by the PacBio platform of the same 203 bp long L1Hs 
insertion that is depicted in (B). The inserted retrotransposon includes the 5 832 to 6 035 L1Hs fragment, a poly A tail and is 
flanked by target-site duplication (TSD) sequences (light blue boxes). (D) Chromosomal location and genomic coordinates 
of a novel L1Hs insertion nested into a preexisting LIPA4 element in chromosome 11. Fifty-seven out of the 287 supporting 
reads are shown. The full coverage is depicted in Supplementary information, Figure S1F. The sequence of this L1PA4 re-
peat in the reference genome diverged enough to represent a unique sequence, and reads could map to the insertion in this 
repetitive element location with high score (Supplementary information, Data S1). (E) The detailed mapping by PacBio of the 
347 bp long L1Hs insertion nested in the L1PA4 repeat element depicted in (D), includes the 5 701 to 6 048 canonical L1Hs 
fragment, a poly A tail and is flanked by TSDs (light blue boxes). In this case the left TSD contains a T nucleotide not pres-
ent in the reference sequence (marked in grey). (F) Number of somatic L1Hs insertions in the analyzed samples. The y axis 
shows the number of L1Hs. The non-nested insertions in each sample are marked in yellow.
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further explore this possibility we intersected the coor-
dinates of the somatic insertions, as determined by CG 
WGS, with those of known genomic repetitive elements 
and found that the majority (93%) of somatic L1Hs in-
sertions are nested into pre-existing repetitive elements 
in the genome, as illustrated in Figure 2A-2E. The bulk 
of the somatic L1Hs in the samples we analyzed are nest-
ed insertions (mean 83%, 54%-99%; Figure 2F). Nested 
L1 insertions were reported 30 years ago [31]; more 
than 100 L1 nested insertions were described in a study 
from the pre-NGS era [32] and recent studies further 
demonstrated that transposable elements, including L1 
retroelements, are frequently embedded in pre-existing 
repeat elements in the germline [33, 34]. We validated 
the frequent occurrence of nested insertions by 3′ L1Hs 
capturing followed by Illumina sequencing (Supplemen-
tary information, Figure S7 and Data S3, S4); 57% of 
the 520 insertion events that we identified both by CG 
WGS and by 3′ capturing are nested. Nested insertions 
were also identified by Sanger sequencing as detailed in 
Supplementary information, Table S3A. In addition, to 
further substantiate the occurrence of nested insertion 
events by a different sequencing technology, we analyzed 
the very long single-molecule reads obtained by the Pac-
Bio platform that enables direct, amplification-free se-
quencing and mapped the nested insertions including the 
same polymorphic events that we identified by CG WGS 
(Figure 2D, 2E and Supplementary information, Figure 
S4E-S4H, Table S4). This analysis further supports our 
finding that nested insertions are prevalent and contribute 
significantly to genome diversity.

L1 elements are known to integrate preferentially in 
A/T-rich sequences and to be underrepresented in G/
C rich regions [35]. We propose that pre-existing genic 
L1 sequences can provide an A/T-rich “landing strip” in 
the G/C-rich genic environment. A very high percentage 
(99.1%) of the somatic nested L1Hs insertions we iden-
tified integrate in the same orientation as the host repeti-
tive sequence, as previously published for germline nest-
ed insertions [33]. The majority of nested somatic L1Hs 
insertions, 92.8% and 77.7% in brain and in normal LB 
samples, respectively, were inserted into the primate-spe-
cific L1P subfamilies. Elements of the L1PA subfamily, 
that have the highest homology to L1Hs (Supplementary 
information, Figure S8A and S8B), were found to host 
about 71% and 69% of the nested somatic insertions in 
brain and normal LB samples, respectively, while com-
prising only 13% of the total genomic L1 content (Sup-
plementary information, Figure S8C). Elements of the 
prevalent L1MA subfamilies that are less homologous to 
L1Hs constitute the next most preferred integration host 
sequences (4.3%; Supplementary information, Figure 

S8). These findings indicate that the degree of homolo-
gy of the host sequence to the inserted element affects 
integration site choice more than the abundance of the 
particular host element. 

Features of somatic L1Hs nested insertions in the brain 
suggest a role for EN independent retrotransposition

Two major types of retrotransposition are known: the 
prevalent, classical TPRT-mediated retrotransposition 
that involves the L1 ORF2 encoded endonuclease (EN), 
and the non-classical, EN-independent (ENi) retrotrans-
position. The latter is characterized by the lack of an EN 
consensus recognition sequence at the insertion site, by 
frequent truncation of the inserted elements at both the 5′ 
and 3′ ends, and by frequent lack of target-site duplica-
tion (TSD) [36]. Transpositions of this type are consid-
ered rare events and were never reported in brain tissues. 
We analyzed the types of retrotransposition observed 
in the 84 529 L1Hs somatic insertions in our database, 
using stringent criteria of ≥ 10 supporting reads for each 
junction and of truncation occurring at least 500 bp from 
each end of the L1Hs canonical sequence (Figure 3A-
3D). In addition to the expected frequent 5′ truncations 
(99.3%; 96.7%-100% of L1Hs insertions in the various 
samples), many of the somatic L1Hs insertions were also 
trimmed at the 3′ end (76.8%; 65.5%-95.6% per sam-
ple). Truncation at both the 5′ and 3′ end occurs signifi-
cantly more in neurodevelopmental pathological brain 
samples compared to NB samples (P < 0.022, Student’s 
t-test, heteroscedastic), in particular in the AT and SEGA 
samples (Figure 3D). A similar distribution of truncated 
L1Hs insertions was also observed when we used a more 
stringent analysis based on insertions supported by >30 
reads at each end (Supplementary information, Figure 
S9A and S9B). Notably 94% of the insertions with 3′ 
end truncations are nested in other repetitive elements. 
Whereas ENi insertions with truncations at both ends 
were considered rare events in previous studies [12], 
we found that such retrotranspositions are common in 
brain tissues. To substantiate our findings and to verify 
that such insertion events are not the result of CG NGS 
artifacts, we looked for similar nested L1Hs insertions 
with both 5′ and 3′ truncations in the WGS data obtained 
by the PacBio technology. We provide 21 examples of 
such L1Hs insertions, out of 23 events of L1Hs nested 
insertions in pre-existing L1 family elements (Supple-
mentary information, Table S4). Our data shows that in 
the majority of truncated insertions, the 3′ end is located 
between positions 4 500 and 5 500 of the canonical L1Hs 
sequence, similar to a previous report [37]. Such 3′ trun-
cated inserted elements are therefore predicted to escape 
detection by the 3′ end-capturing methods used in most 
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Figure 3 Structural characterization of inserted L1Hs insertions and enriched motifs at L1Hs and AluY insertion sites. (A) 
Schematic illustration of the main types of novel L1Hs insertions: The coordinates of the canonical 6 070 bp long L1Hs se-
quence (broken line) are presented. The bars depict examples of intact and truncated inserted elements. Insertion types were 
defined based on stringent criteria: ≥ 10 supporting reads (DNBs) for each end, shortening of > 500 bp from the canonical 5′ 
end and of > 570 bp from the canonical L1Hs 3′ end (broken vertical lines). (B) The percentage of L1Hs insertions truncated 
at the 5′ end, in the brain samples. (C) The percentage of L1Hs insertions truncated at the 3′ end, in the brain samples. (D) 
The percentage of L1Hs insertions truncated at both 5′ and 3′ ends, in the brain samples. (E) The most enriched motifs de-
tected at the insertion sites of somatic and germline L1Hs in the brain and in the normal LB samples. In all groups, except 
the brain nested L1Hs insertions (where a novel motif was identified), the most enriched motif is the known L1 EN cleavage 
sequence (YY/RRRR) [38]. 

previous studies [3, 13, 14].
It was suggested that the loss of the ATM protein as 

occurs in AT patients may lead to longer L1 insertions 
[20]. Indeed, in our study, the length of the insertions in 
the AT samples was moderately longer (Supplementary 
information, Data S5 and Figure S10).

To further characterize brain retrotranspositions, we 
studied the L1Hs and AluY integration site ranges, which 

are defined as the reference coordinates specifying the 
start and end points of the region where the insertion 
event is likely to reside (Cancer Sequence Service Data 
File Formats, see URLs section). We found that L1Hs 
and AluY insertion regions are A/T-rich (> 64% and 
> 58%, respectively) as reported before [35]. Classic 
EN-dependent insertions occur predominantly in the 
TTTT/AA consensus sequence and its variants [38], 
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whereas in ENi retrotranspositions this consensus se-
quence is not found [36, 37, 39]. We applied an unbiased 
motif-search tool (HOMER, URLs section) on L1Hs and 
AluY and compiled 50 bp insertion ranges of nested and 
non-nested integrations in the brain samples and in the 
normal LB samples. We found that the most enriched 
consensus sequences in the various categories were con-
sistent with the TTTT/AA L1 EN motif (P = 1 × 10−70 – 
1 × 10−1680; Figure 3E); Strikingly, a novel CCATT motif, 
not known as a L1 EN consensus sequence, is highly 
enriched in nested brain L1Hs insertions (P = 1 × 10−759; 
Figure 3E). This sequence is similar to the binding motif 
core of the YY1 transcription factor [40], that was shown 
to be recruited to DNA damage sites [41] and was also 
suggested to be involved in the regulation of L1Hs tran-
scription [42]. As this motif is enriched specifically in 
nested insertions we looked for this consensus sequence 
in all genomic L1 sequences that are potential targets 
for retrotransposition and found it to be enriched 2 fold 
(P < 10−16, χ2 test) compared to non-L1 sequences. Fur-
thermore, it is four times more prevalent in the L1PA 
subfamily, the preferred target of nested L1Hs in all the 
brain samples, compared to other L1 family elements 
(P < 10−16, χ2 test ). These findings suggest that a non 
TPRT-EN-mediated mechanism is the main player in 
brain retrotransposition. This ENi mechanism is known 
to be associated with DNA damage and repair and has 
not been previously described in neural tissues. 

Genic distribution and functional analysis of L1Hs inser-
tions 

Most somatic genic insertions in the brain samples 
involve L1Hs elements (21 603), while only 621 AluY 
genic insertions were found. We therefore focused on 
the distribution and function of the L1Hs elements. Gen-
ic insertions comprise 25% of the total somatic events 
and most of them were shown to be nested (89%). The 
majority of L1Hs genic insertions are located in introns 
with only 117 affected exons, half of them not nested. 
Careful inspection of the exonic insertions revealed that 
the retroelements are mainly located in the 5′ and 3′ UTR 
exons. Genic L1Hs are preferentially inserted in an an-
tisense orientation to the host gene (67%; 40%-84%). A 
similar bias towards antisense genic L1 insertions was 
reported before, where it was shown that this orienta-
tion inhibits gene transcription by producing premature 
polyadenylation [43]. Analysis of insertions into mi-
croRNA sequences (as listed in the hg19 UCSC), did not 
reveal L1Hs somatic insertions in these sequences. On 
the other hand 2 524 long non-coding RNAs (LncRNA; 
as listed in the hg19 UCSC) had somatic insertions of 
L1Hs (Supplementary information, Figure S11A); most 

of these insertions were nested (93.4%; Supplementary 
information, Figure S11B).  

There is a significant correlation between the number 
of pre-existing L1 elements per gene to the gene length 
(r = 0.76; P < 2 × 10−100). The number of somatic L1Hs 
insertions per gene is correlated with gene length (r = 
0.6; P < 2 × 10−100) and with the number of pre-existing 
L1 elements per gene (r = 0.57; P < 2 × 10−100). This is in 
agreement with the finding that the vast majority of L1Hs 
somatic insertions in genes are nested in pre-existing re-
petitive elements.

Functional group analysis of genes affected by so-
matic insertions of L1Hs revealed that several groups of 
neuronal function are significantly enriched, mainly in 
the SEGA, Rett, AT and NSA samples. Figure 4A and 4B 
present the significantly enriched functional categories 
(Ingenuity IPA; ≥ 20 genes and P ≤ 5.0 × 10−3; Fisher’s 
exact test; Benjamini-Hochberg). Neuronal function 
groups enriched for genes with L1Hs insertions include 
“neurotransmission”, “morphology of nervous system”, 
“neuritogenesis”, “behavior”, “cognition” and “learning” 
(Figure 4A). In Figure 4B, we present the significantly 
enriched categories of neurological and psychiatric dis-
orders such as “cognitive impairment”, “mental retarda-
tion”, “schizophrenia spectrum”, “seizures” and “autism”. 
The finding of these enriched functional groups is in 
accord with the hypothesis that L1 retrotransposition 
contributes to the diversity and the plasticity of neuro-
nal circuits and with the emerging understanding that 
uncontrolled L1 insertion is involved in various neuro-
pathologies [15, 16]. Figure 4C and 4D depict the distri-
bution of the total and the non-nested genic insertions, 
respectively, in the various samples representing various 
neurodevelopmental brain disorders and the NB. It can 
be seen that the highest numbers of non-nested somatic 
L1Hs insertions are found in AT, NSA and Rett samples 
while the TSC related samples (SEGA and non-tumorous 
brain tissue) as well as the NB have fewer non-nested 
genic somatic insertions. There is no direct correlation 
between the total number of retrotransposition events and 
the number of non-nested insertions. About 3 000 genes 
are affected by somatic L1Hs insertions; only one third 
of these are affected by non-nested insertions. Yet, the 
functional categories in the two gene groups are similarly 
enriched (Figure 4A, 4B and Supplementary information, 
Figure S12). A representative list of neural genes with 
high somatic L1Hs insertion numbers in brain samples is 
given in Supplementary information, Table S5. Selected 
examples are depicted in Figure 4E, 4F. The list includes 
known neural genes that are associated with neurological 
and psychiatric disorders such as autism, epilepsy and 
schizophrenia. For example, we found 117 somatic L1Hs 
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insertions in the CTNNA3 gene, in which exonic dele-
tions have been previously shown to segregate with NSA 
[44]. A total of 62 insertions were found in the GPHN 
gene, where exonic deletions were suggested to increase 
the risk of autism, schizophrenia and seizures [45]. In 
total, 37 somatic L1Hs insertions were identified in the 
IL1RAPL1 gene in our study. Mutations in this gene were 
previously associated with autism and cognitive impair-
ment [46]. We also found insertions in several of the 
pathological brain samples in the SCN1A and  SCN2A 
genes that were recently reported as possible genetic 
drivers of autism [47, 48]. Finally, the DLG2 gene which 
was repeatedly shown to be mutated in schizophrenia, 
and was recently found to be a target for somatic L1-as-
sociated variants [13], had 141 somatic insertions in the 
brain samples analyzed (Supplementary information, 
Table S5). Figure 4E and 4F provide examples of somat-
ic genic insertions in selected neuropathology related 
genes. These comprise nested and non-nested insertions, 
including exonic non-nested events, which are predicted 
to have deleterious effects. 

Discussion

Somatic mutations are usually more detrimental than 
inherited mutations, as they escape evolutionary selec-
tion [49]. Yet, unique somatic mutation mechanisms 
can provide functional and survival advantages as ex-
emplified by the somatic hyper mutation machinery that 
diversifies the immunoglobulin genes [50]. By analogy, 
retrotransposition-facilitated somatic mutagenesis is sug-
gested to contribute to neuronal diversity and plasticity 
[14-16, 27]. We compiled a database of unprecedented 
magnitude containing more than 80 000 somatic L1Hs 
insertions in the brain and identified unique characteris-
tics of brain retrotransposition that were not reported in 
previous studies of brain mobile elements.

L1 somatic insertions can alter the expression of brain 
genes by a variety of mechanisms [1, 27, 51, 52]. Our 

findings allude to defense mechanisms that favor L1-me-
diated fine-tuning of neural circuits and plasticity over 
detrimental insertions [14-16, 27]. We demonstrate that 
only a quarter of the somatic L1 insertions occur in genic 
regions and that the involvement of exons, and coding 
sequences in particular, is exceptionally rare, hence 
lessening the risk of damaging insertions. Furthermore, 
the nesting of most somatic L1Hs within pre-existing 
repetitive elements constitutes a “lightning rod” that 
shields genes from harmful insertional mutagenesis. The 
presence of conserved genomic regions devoid of repet-
itive elements, such as the hox-genes loci, indicates that 
germline occurrence of repetitive elements is evolution-
arily selected to prevent damaging outcomes [2, 53]. The 
nesting of somatic L1Hs elements in tolerant, evolution-
arily selected, repetitive sequences is similarly predicted 
to protect against harmful effects [33]. 

The brain samples analyzed here were obtained from 
individuals with neurodevelopmental disorders that are 
characterized by extensive inter- and intra-family vari-
ability of clinical features. Clinical heterogeneity was 
described in family members, and even among identical 
twins affected by TSC, Rett and NSA, carrying the same 
disease-causing mutated gene [54-56]. Increased stochas-
tic retrotransposition in the brain emerges as a common 
pathogenic mechanism that is central to the clinical di-
versity observed in these disorders. Recent studies, based 
on the analysis of retrotransposon expression or on the 
quantitative PCR of genomic DNA, suggest that mobile 
element insertions are also relevant to neurodegenera-
tive disorders such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis and 
frontotemporal lobar degeneration, psychiatric diseases 
such as schizophrenia and aging [57, 58]. Aberrant ret-
rotransposition therefore emerges as a common feature 
of diverse brain neuropathologies. We report here for the 
first time that retrotransposon insertions are prevalent 
in the unique TSC-archetypal SEGA brain tumors [24]. 
SEGAs arise in the subventricular zone where postnatal 
neurogenesis occurs, and they exhibit a mixed glioneu-

Figure 4 Genes with somatic L1Hs insertions. (A, B) Enriched functional groups of genes with L1Hs insertions. Genes that 
were inserted with at least one somatic L1Hs event were analyzed for functional group enrichment. Enriched neuronal func-
tion gene groups (A) and neurological and psychiatric disorder gene groups (B) with more than 20 genes and P ≤ 5.0 ×10−3 
(Ingenuity IPA; Fisher’s exact test; Benjamini-Hochberg) in the brain samples analyzed. (C, D) Box plot charts of the number 
of nested (C) and non-nested (D) somatic L1Hs insertions in genes as distributed in each of the various neurodevelopmental 
disorders and the normal brains: AT (n = 4), NSA (n = 2), Rett (n = 2), SEGA (n = 3), TSC (n = 4) and NB (n = 5). Non nested 
L1Hs insertions are more abundant in the AT, NSA and Rett pathological samples. (E, F) Examples of genes associated with 
neurological and psychiatric disorders with nested (E) and non nested (F) L1Hs somatic insertions. The L1Hs insertions ex-
amples (orange bars) are located in introns (exons are marked as dark blue bars) and are nested (E) in pre-existing L1 family 
members (blue box) in the same orientation as the host element (orange and blue arrows for the novel L1Hs and the host L1, 
respectively), and opposite to the gene orientation (black arrows) in most of the cases. The non-nested L1Hs insertions (F), 
are also inserted opposite to the gene orientation. The non-nested insertions in FAM126A and OPHN1 are examples of exon-
ic insertions.
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ronal phenotype [24]. These characteristics and the study 
of genetically manipulated TSC mice [25], indicate that 
SEGAs originate in NPCs. Based on the demonstration 
of physiologic L1 retrotransposition in genomes of NPCs 
[15, 27], we speculated that transformation of such cells, 
“frozen” in the time/differentiation window of permis-
sive L1 retrotransposition, could result in a tumor whose 
genome is invaded by multiple insertions. Indeed, the 
number of somatic insertions in the NPC-derived SEGA 
tumors we analyzed is larger than that reported in any 
tumor studied so far [11]. 

We found that neuronal genes and genes associated 
with a variety of neurologic and psychiatric disorders 
are preferred targets of somatic brain retrotranspositions, 
as was shown before [14]. This enrichment of insertion 
events was suggested to reflect open chromatin in ge-
nomic regions expressing the brain-specific genes and 
also the fact that neural genes tend to be longer than 
average [27]. We show here that the genic density of 
pre-existing L1 elements is an additional factor favoring 
insertion in neuronal genes. 

We found that the majority of nested L1Hs inser-
tions in the brain have characteristics of non-classical 
retrotransposition, occur preferentially in A/T rich L1 
sequences, and are found in the same orientation as the 
host repetitive element. The ENi retrotransposition was 
revealed initially from the analysis of L1 retrotransposi-
tion in cells lacking components of the non-homologous 
end joining pathway of DNA double-strand break (DSB) 
repair [36] and later in cells with intact repair mecha-
nisms [37]. Previous studies of ENi L1Hs insertions [36, 
37] detailed them as having 3′ truncations, diverging sig-
nificantly from the L1-EN consensus, and lacking TSDs 
and a poly(A) tail. These criteria characterize the ma-
jority of somatic insertions in the samples we analyzed. 
The last two features are not reported in this study, as 
the CG method enables the detection of insertion events 
location in a range of several nucleotides. This method-
ology is therefore inadequate for the precise detection of 
TSD sequence at the junctions of the insertion events. 
We report, however, several TSD sequences of validated 
events using Sanger or PacBio methodologies. In some 
verified insertions, we found that indeed, TSD sequences 
were missing. The findings of insertion events with no 
TSD further allude to the ENi mechanism of insertion. 
A similar integration mode was shown to be involved 
in RNA-mediated DNA repair [36, 59]. Recently, DSBs 
introduced into mouse zygotes by the CRISPR/Cas sys-
tem were shown to be repaired by retrotransposon se-
quences [60], further supporting the occurrence of DNA 
breakage-related retrotransposition. Such alternative 
retrotransposition events were also demonstrated by re-

cent studies of tumours by WGS [12, 61]. Frequent DNA 
breaks were demonstrated in normal mouse brains, main-
ly in the dentate gyrus where enhanced retrotransposition 
normally takes place, and were suggested to be asso-
ciated with brain function [62]. DNA breaks were also 
linked to brain pathology, as mice transgenic for human 
amyloid precursor protein were shown to have increased 
neuronal DSBs [62]. An increased load of DNA breaks 
was reported also in aging and in Alzheimer brains [63] 
and the XRCC4 and ligase 4 components of the DSB 
repair machinery were shown to be essential for NPC 
survival during neurogenesis [64]. It was shown recently 
that recurrent DNA breaks accumulate in long genes that 
are involved in synapse function, neural cell adhesion 
and mental disorders [65], categories similar to the gene 
categories found in our study to be enriched for L1Hs in-
sertions. Interestingly, we observed the highest insertion 
burden in brain samples of patients suffering from AT, 
the prototypic DNA repair disease, further supporting a 
link between DNA damage and retrotransposition [20, 
22]. This goes in line with the novel CCATT motif we 
identified at insertion sites of somatic L1Hs retrotrans-
position in the brain that may be associated with the 
YY1-binding sequence that has relevance to both DNA 
damage and L1 promoter activation [40, 41].

Our work expands the spectrum of neuronal disorders 
with WGS-proven enhanced retrotransposon insertions 
to include Rett, AT, TSC as well as TSC-related SEGAs 
and NSA. We speculate that in these disorders, increased 
DNA damage and enhanced retrotransposition overcome 
the “lightning rod” safeguard mechanism, culminating in 
damaging somatic insertions.

Materials and Methods

Human samples
In this study we analyzed the following 100 samples: Three 

subependymal giant cell astrocytomas; (SEGA, patients1-3), two 
matching blood samples (PB, patients1 and 3), five NB samples 
(NB1-5) and brain tissues of patients affected by the following 
clinical syndromes: tuberous sclerosis complex (TSC1-4), Rett 
syndrome (Rett1-2), ataxia-telangiectasia (AT1-4) and non-syn-
dromic autism (NSA1-2). The SEGA and PB samples were ob-
tained with the approval of the institutional IRB. The NB, TSC, 
Rett, AT and NSA brain tissues were obtained from the NICHD 
Brain and Tissue Bank for Developmental Disorders at the Univer-
sity of Maryland, Baltimore, MD. The data of 78 lymphoblastoid 
cell lines from normal individuals originating from 11 different 
ethnic populations (described in Supplementary information, Table 
S1A and S1B) are from the Complete Genomics public genome 
data base (see “Complete Genomics public genome data”, URLs 
section). In addition we used the human 54× data set from the 
PacBio web site (See “The Pacific Biosciences web site”, URLs 
section).
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DNA extraction
DNA was extracted from frozen brain tissues using Genomic 

DNA Lysis buffer (0.4 M NaCl, 1% SDS, 0.1 M Tris-HCl pH 8.1, 
5 mM EDTA, 0.05% proteinase K) and purified with phenol:chlo-
roform:isoamyl alcohol (PCI 25:24:1, Invitrogen, cat 15593-
031) using PLG tubes (MaXtract, Qiagen, cat 129016). DNA was 
extracted from the blood samples using G-DEX™ IIc (Genomic 
DNA Extraction Kit, cat 17231). The yield and the quality of 
extracted DNA were assayed using a NanoDrop and a Qubit 2.0 
Fluorimeter (Invitrogen, dsDNA HS Assay, cat Q32854). DNA 
integrity was checked by electrophoresis in 1% agarose gel. 

CG whole-genome sequencing
WGS was performed by unchained base reads on self-assem-

bling DNA nanoarrays (Complete Genomics, GC), detailed in the 
Supplementary information, Figure S1A. Briefly, genomic DNA 
was fragmented by sonication to a mean length of 400 bp and 
fragmented DNA was treated to create non phosphorylated blunt 
termini. The end-repaired DNA fragments are then ligated to the 
synthetic adaptor1-4 (Ad1-Ad4) with a novel nick translation 
ligation process that produces efficient adaptor fragment ligation 
with minimal fragment-fragment and adaptor-adaptor ligation. 
The purified adaptor-ligated material was subjected to selective 
amplification of the template containing both left and right adaptor 
arms. The DNA was then subjected to conditions allowing intra-
molecular hybridization (circularization) and amplification of the 
circular element to give a “DNA Nano Ball” (DNB). Each DNB 
(CG paired-end reads) therefore comprised an amplified circular 
segment representing a genomic location with a 400 bp gap be-
tween the left and the right arms. CG uses combinatorial probe 
anchor ligation (cPAL) for sequencing. The method uses hybrid-
ization of an anchor molecule to unique adapters. Labeled degen-
erate 9-mer oligonucleotides with specific fluorophores for each 
nucleotide were used. Sequencing was performed by hybridizing 
a specific probe to a template followed by ligation to an anchor 
using T4 DNA ligase and imaging. This process was repeated and 
the adjacent nucleotides determined [66, 67].

Characterization of L1Hs and AluY insertions by CG WGS 
of the 100 samples analyzed

The MEI data set of the 100 samples that were sequenced by 
CG WGS (Table 1 and Supplementary information, Table S1) was 
analyzed and the insertion sites characterized using Spotfire De-
cisionSite for Functional Genomics v. 9.1.2™ (Somerville, MA) 
and Partek Genomic suite V.6 to generate the database allowing 
filtering and statistics. Bedtool’s IntersectBed tool (URLs section) 
was used for the characterization of the genomic location of the 
insertions (hg19). Ingenuity IPA (version 26127183) was used for 
functional analysis of inserted genes.

Analysis of whole-genome sequencing reads and identifica-
tion of MEI events by Complete Genomics whole-genome 
sequencing

WGS was performed by Complete Genomics (CG) technology 
using unchained base reads on self-assembling DNA nanoarrays 
(Supplementary information, Figure S1A) [66, 67], which allows 
efficient mapping of repetitive elements in the genome. WGS 
reads were analyzed using the CG analysis suite (CGA), as de-
tailed in the CG manual (“Data File Formats - Cancer Sequencing 

Service”, and “CGA” see URLs section), which includes a chapter 
regarding mobile element analysis. 

CG sequence determination methodology is based on un-
chained sequencing of DNA by combinatorial probe anchor 
ligation (cPAL) [66]. This approach is based on the detection of 
ligation products of an anchor oligonucleotide that is hybridized to 
an adaptor sequence. A fluorescent degenerate sequencing probe 
containing a specified nucleotide at the interrogation position was 
used for the detection of the specific position of each nucleotide. 
Each read position had a separate pool of probes. The repetition of 
the process enables the identification of successive nucleotides [67].

The schematic illustration of the sequencing methodology 
and its advantages for the analysis of repetitive elements is given 
in Supplementary information, Figure S1A-S1D. To detect MEI 
events, using the CG methodology, we identify mate pairs in 
which one end maps outside the inserted element and the other end 
maps within the inserted element. Thus, we look for clusters of 
mate pairs in which one of the ends maps uniquely to the reference 
genome while the other end maps to a sequence that is ubiqui-
tous in the reference, namely, a repetitive element. The cluster of 
uniquely aligned arms acts as an anchor for the reference genome 
location of the insertion on both sides. Since the arms are separat-
ed by about 400 bp, the second arm is expected to align to the ref-
erence sequence at a distance of about 400 bp. When the predicted 
alignment pattern is observed, no insertion event is present at this 
location. In case that there is no such alignment, the sequence of 
the second arm can be mapped to a specific repetitive element by 
alignment to the hg19 RepeatMasker database, containing Alu, 
LINE, HERVK, LTR, MER and SVA element sequences. The 
cluster of the aligned reads determines the detailed structure of the 
inserted element including the type of element and the start and 
end coordinates relative to the canonical sequence of the specific 
repeat element. To determine a MEI event, one mate must map 
uniquely, and the other mate needs to map to a mobile element that 
is not at that site in the reference genome. 

Since the insertion location by the CG methodology is given 
as a range of insertions, the determination the TSD is not precise. 
Therefore, we do not report these sequences.

For the characterization of a nested insertion we map each mate 
to the reference genome. If one mate maps uniquely, it anchors the 
mate-pair at that position. This unique location might be a pre-ex-
isting repetitive element. Importantly, many mobile elements in 
the genome have sufficiently diverged to the extent that at least 
part of their sequence is unique, allowing definite localization. To 
assess the ability to align insertions to repetitive sequences in the 
genome, we performed a simulation and re-alignment of L1-de-
rived reads in the human genome (Supplementary information, 
Data S3). This simulation shows that 76% of the CG reads can be 
unequivocally mapped back to the single-unique location in the 
genome. In addition, we performed an independent analysis of se-
lected MEI calls using an in-house script to visualize the CG reads 
in both ends of the insertion sites, as well as the DNB (CG paired-
end reads) arms that were aligned to the L1Hs sequence. Visualiza-
tions of the CG reads supporting both non-nested and nested L1Hs 
insertions are exemplified in Figure 2B and 2D, respectively, and in 
Supplementary information, Figure S1E and S1F. Our detailed in-
house “analysis and visualization support for Complete Genomics 
MEIs” procedure is given in Supplementary information, Data S4. 
More examples of novel L1Hs insertion events identified in SEGA1 
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and PB1 are visualized in http://www.sheba-cancer.org.il/l1/view_
insertions.html. In this visualization we show clusters of aligned 
DNBs (CG paired-end reads) that support insertion events. Red rect-
angles represent the arm that is aligned to a unique hg19 reference 
genome sequence and anchor the insertions at their genomic loca-
tion, the blue rectangles represent the arms that could not be unique-
ly aligned to the hg19 reference genome but could be aligned to the 
L1Hs canonical sequence. Clicking on the rectangles representing 
the arms opens a data card with the exact alignment and scores. 

In our work, we report only insertions that fulfill three con-
ditions: (1) insertion length ≥ 45 bases; (2) the insertion events 
supported by at least 10 reads (DNBs); (3) insertion score (Phred-
like score) ≥ 50. In addition, we merged insertion events from the 
same element type that were closer than 35 bp apart in order to 
call each event once. CG reports also insertion events that have 
no sufficient information regarding the number of reads (DNBs) 
supporting the reference genome; these events were not included 
in our analysis (See Supplementary information, Figure S2 for the 
overall study workflow). The CG analysis suite (CGA; see URLs 
section) was used for the samples analyzed in this study. All the 
samples we sequenced were analyzed with CGA 2.5 excluding the 
SEGA, the PB and the NB1 samples that were analyzed with CGA 
2.0. Fifty-one out of the 78 samples deposited in the CG public da-
tabase that were used for our analysis were analyzed by both ver-
sions. We performed a concordance test with insertions reported in 
control LB samples from both versions (LB1-7; LB10-11; LB16; 
LB30-33; LB35-LB48; LB50-59; LB61-62; LB64-69; LB71-72; 
LB74; LB76; LB78). Concordant events are insertions reported as 
the same element in both analyses at the same location (insertion 
ranges intersected). 96% and 97% of the unfiltered and filtered 
insertions, respectively, were concordant. The values given for the 
samples analyzed with both versions are of the CGA 2.5 version. 

Characterization of nested insertions by CG WGS
Nested insertion events are determined here by the intersection 

of the insertion range of an event (median insertion range length 
is 96 bp and 46 bp for L1Hs and AluY, respectively) with the lo-
cation of repetitive elements in the reference genome (hg19) as 
reported by the RM. Events were called nested insertions when at 
least 90% of the insertion range intersected with a repetitive ele-
ment [68]. The use of this stringent criterion is expected, therefore, 
to underestimate the reported number of nested insertions. We de-
tected many insertions that are located in existing repeat elements 
(nested insertions). The detection of such insertion into repetitive 
elements relies on the mapping to unique sequences in the preex-
isting repeat element in the reference genome that has diverged 
enough during evolution. In order to support the detection of such 
nested MEIs, we tested whether segments originating from L1 
family sequences can be uniquely mapped to the reference genome 
as described in Supplementary information, Data S3.

Characterization of somatic insertions by CG WGS
Somatic insertion determination is detailed in Supplementary 

information, Data S2.

Verification of L1Hs insertion events detected by CG WGS 
using L1Hs 3′ targeted sequencing

L1Hs 3′ end flanking regions were captured using hemi-specific 
PCR followed by Illumina NGS, as described before [3]. We am-

plified 3′ end flanking regions of human-specific L1Hs insertion 
sites of the three SEGA samples (SEGA1-3) and of a NB sample 
(NB1). Targeting of L1Hs insertions was performed using two sets 
of primers; one set designed to complement the 3′ end of the hu-
man-specific L1Hs element using both 3′ proximal primer and 3′ 
distal primer. The second set included degenerate random primers 
for the flanking genomic regions downstream of the L1Hs inser-
tions. Amplicons were designed to include Illumina’s sequencing 
library adaptors. The amplified regions were then sequenced with 
Illumina (72 bp length reads) to produce reads with an opposite 
orientation to the captured L1Hs. Novel insertion events were 
identified using a bioinformatic approach adapted from Ewing et 
al. [3]. We trimmed 10 bp from the 5′ end and 18 bp from the 3′ 
end in order to avoid mismatches that may be caused by partial 
matching of the degenerate primers at the 5′ end and the low qual-
ity reads at the 3′ end. We used Bowtie [69] for alignment to the 
human reference genome (hg19) and MergeBed (URLs section) 
for read clustering. In order to identify novel L1Hs insertions, 
including nested events, the clusters were filtered to omit all the 
L1Hs in the reference genome (RM) containing the specific se-
quence used for the capture procedure:

The reads include both novel and known elements reported in 
the reference genome. In order to identify novel L1Hs insertions, 
including nested events, the clusters were filtered to omit all the 
L1Hs in the reference genome (RM) containing the specific se-
quence used for the capture procedure. The bioinformatic analysis 
enabled the detection of L1Hs insertions and the filtering-out of el-
ements existing in the reference genome (hg19 RM) that could be 
targeted by both the 3′ end primers we used. The novel L1Hs in-
sertions were identified by searching the complete human genome 
(hg19), with the Bowtie alignment tool [69] using the -a option, 
which retrieves all hits found. The primer sequences for this search 
were: 5′-GGGAGATATACCTAATGCTAGATGACAC-3′ (3′ dis-
tal primer) and 5′-GTACCCTAAAACTTAGAG-3′ (3′ proximal 
primer) [3]. Hits detected by both primers and separated by less 
than 100 bp in the correct orientation (opposite to the reference) 
and order (when the most 3′ distal primer is downstream to the 3′ 
proximal primer) were filtered out, using the closestbed program 
of BEDTools [68] using the -d and -s options.

L1Hs insertion validation by Sanger sequencing
Sanger sequencing of L1Hs insertion junctions was performed 

on PCR products for each event, using primers from the inserted 
L1Hs sequence and from the neighboring genomic region, and 
carried out using BigDye Terminator Cycle Sequencing (ABI 
PRISM) on a DNA sequencer (ABI 3500XL).

Validation of CG identified MEI structure characteristics 
using human whole-genome PacBio data set

We analyzed WGS data based on single-molecule sequencing 
that was performed and publically released by Pacific Biosciences 
(human 54× PacBio; see URLs section ) to verify specific poly-
morphic events that we detected by CG. The average PacBio read 
length was 7 680 bp. PacBio candidate insertions were locally 
aligned to the L1Hs sequence using the lalign program (URLs sec-
tion). To find the exact insertion location in the genome we aligned 
each PacBio L1Hs candidate insertion junction to the human ge-
nome using the UCSC BLAT tool (GRCh37/hg19UCSC BLAT 
tool; see URLs section). 
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The same approach enabled the verification of the structure 
characteristics of nested and 3′ end truncated L1Hs insertions. Pac-
Bio candidate insertions were locally aligned to the L1Hs canon-
ical sequence using a local alignment program. Candidate events 
that matched the canonical L1Hs sequence between nucleotides 1 
to 5 500 with putative junctions in the genomic reference sequence 
that intersected with a pre-existing L1 repeat (hg19 RM) were re-
ferred to as nested and/or 3′-truncated L1Hs insertions. 

Alignment of PacBio reads for the detection of L1Hs insertion 
events: The fastq format of the human 54× Pacific Biosciences 
dataset was downloaded from the Pacific Biosciences web site (see 
URLs section). The dataset included 828 fastq files which con-
tained altogether ~22 million reads, summing up to approximately 
168 billion bp. Read length statistics: Average read length was 
7 680 bp, 50% of the reads were 10 739 bp long and 5% of the 
reads were ≥ 19 060 bp long. To align this large number of long 
reads we performed data parallelization as well as the following 
procedure: Using the Burrows-Wheeler Alignment Tool (bwasw) 
[70] we aligned the first and last 1 000 bp of each read (hereafter, 
prefix read and suffix read, respectively) to the hg19 reference. 
An alignment was considered valid if both prefix and suffix reads 
were aligned to the same chromosome and the distance between 
their mappings was no more than 100 000 bp. A valid aligned read 
was considered an insertion candidate if the following condition 
holds true: read length − [prefix start + suffix end + insertions − 
deletions] > 0, where prefix start is the start location to which the 
prefix read was aligned and suffix end is the end location to which 
the suffix read was aligned. In order to validate CG L1Hs insertion 
events we first selected reads containing L1Hs sequences by lo-
cally aligning PacBio candidate insertions and the L1Hs sequence 
using lalign (see URLs section) [71]. PacBio insertion candidates 
that produced significant alignments to L1Hs were subjected to 
further downstream analysis. In order to find the exact location in 
the genome into which the L1Hs was inserted, we aligned each 
PacBio L1Hs candidate insertion to the human genome using the 
UCSC BLAT tool (see URLs section).

Motif detection
L1Hs and AluY nested and non-nested insertions in the 20 

brain samples and in the 78 normal LB samples were used for in-
sertion range sequence analysis. Events with insertion ranges < 50 
bp were selected, this range was extended by 10 bases in both 3′ 
and 5′ direction and ranges < 50 bp were analyzed for motif detec-
tion. Motif detection was done using HOMER (URLs section). We 
searched 4-6 base long motifs and allowed motif detection on both 
DNA strands. As control sets we used shuffled sequences with the 
same overall base composition. HOMER screens the motifs found 
in the target list against the background sequences for enrichment, 
returning motifs enriched with a P < 0.05.

Statistical analysis
Statistical significance was tested by either Student’s t-test or 

Mann-Whitney rank-sum test for paired samples when a non-para-
metric statistical hypothesis test was applied on data that could not 
be assumed to be normally distributed. Similarity measures were 
tested by Pearson (linear) correlations. All reported P values are 
two-tailed unless stated otherwise. Chi-squared test (χ2 test) was 
applied for the evaluation of the enrichment for the consensus se-
quences in L1 family elements in the genome. P < 0.05 indicates 
statistical significance.

URLs 
Complete Genomics public genome data:
http://www.completegenomics.com/documents/PublicGenomes.
pdf
Detailed annotation of repeats (Repeat Masker)
http://www.repeatmasker.org/
The Pacific Biosciences web site:
http://datasets.pacb.com/2014/Human54x/fastq.html
CG Public Genome Data Repository:
http://www.completegenomics.com/public-data/
CG Public Genome Data download from:
https://www.sheba-cancer.org.il/completegenomicsPublicDataMEI/
CG Public Genome Cancer Sequencing Service Guide:
http://www.completegenomics.com/documents/Cancer_Sequenc-
ing_Service_Getting_Started_Guide_2.4-2.5.pdf
Complete Genomics analysis tools; cgatools:
http://cgatools.sourceforge.net/
CG MEI detection:
http://www.completegenomics.com/FAQs/MEI-Detection/
UCSC BLAT tool (UCSC on-line version of BLAT with the Feb. 
2009 (GRCh37/hg19)
https://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgBlat?command = start
In-house “Analysis and visualization support for Complete Ge-
nomics MEIs”:
http://www.sheba-cancer.org.il/l1/ 
Software for motif discovery:
http://homer.salk.edu/homer/motif/
Software for multiple matching sub segments in two sequences
http://embnet.vital-it.ch/software/LALIGN_form.html
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